Insight CPD Portal
Is your business equipped
with the correct tools for CPD
and SPS?
Minimise the risks to your business with the Insight CPD
Portal

All Retail Investment Advisers must hold a current SPS in order to
provide advice. Each adviser is required to create a CPD plan,
which identifies specific learning objectives and how the adviser
intends to meet these objectives, including what activities they
intend to carry out. All advisers require an efficient CPD and SPS
process that provides guidance, direction and manages the risk
with low costs.
The Insight CPD Portal provides advisers with an intuitive and
simple to use ‘one stop shop’ for all their CPD planning and SPS
management requirements. The portal provides CPD guidance on
relevant activities and prescription (if required) to help advisers
take the guess work out of building their own CPD Plan. The CPD
portal provides access to an E-Market where a growing
community of activities and content are being developed in
conjunction with industry partners allowing advisers to benefit
from discounted content.
In addition, Redland’s Insight platform provides a comprehensive
CPD Management capability, supporting sponsors and managers
within an organisation to obtain an over arching view of the CPD
activity carried out by its advisers.

Key Benefits
Branded for your community

The underlying CPD Portal data can also be examined for an
individual via the ‘Progress Indicator dashboard’ which provides a
breakdown of an individual’s CPD plan, and highlights the number
of hours currently planned, any shortfall in their planning
together with how many hours have been completed to date.

Structured CPD Plan creation supported by tailored templates,
to provide guidance and/or prescription

CPD Management also provides comprehensive MI via
dashboards which can be used to examine and identify trends and
risks in relation to CPD and the ongoing competence of Advisers.
The dashboards can identify individuals and teams without CPD
Plans, those who are overdue in their completion of activity and
those who are nearing SPS expiry. Notifications can also be used
to alert the individual as to any action required such as updating
their CPD Plan.

Access a whole programme or individual activities

Powered by the Insight CPD Portal as used by over 6,000 Advisers with free subscription.
Access to a wide range of CPD solutions from a centralised extensive e-marketplace, linked
directly to Level 4 APEX standards.
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Intuitive and easy to use
Manage application and renewal of SPS

Automatically logged activity with pre populated learning
objectives and relevance to role
Personal CPD Plan with appropriate actions linked to TC
Scheme activities
CPD oversight capability with interactive dashboards with
consolidated views of CPD across your business
CPD notifications allow management to communicate with the
entire community, selected groups or individuals

Formed in 2001, Redland Business Solutions is the leading provider of specialised GRC (Governance Risk and
Compliance) IT solutions to the financial services and insurance industries. The company has received widespread
acclaim for its Insight solution which ensures effective management in the T&C (Training & Competence) arena.
The Insight platform enables critical business applications to be developed and deployed rapidly to support specific
processes within financial services; including a leading edge T&C system.
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